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However, if Anavar doesn't work well with your body or metabolism type - something that can be tested
via a simple blood test. While Anavar is best for cutting fat and strength, Tbol or Turinabol is the best
supplement that helps your body muscles to grow and become stronger. I haven't ran tbol or proviron
before so this will be a first but I'm pumped about it. 1-12 test e 500 mg week. 1-12 aromasin 12.5 mg
eod. 1-4 tbol 60mg Ed / Dbol 30 mg Ed. 1-4 n2guard. 7-14 HCG - 500 ius' week or HCGenerate. 9-14
anavar 60 mg day first four weeks then bump to 80 mg last 2 weeks.
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27 Y/O, 12% BF, 6.2ft, 220lbs - long time lifter. Just finished PCT from 1st Test Cycle - Still lifting and
feeling great! My 2nd cycle (so far): TBOL 30mg ed week 1 - 5 Test E 250mg twice per week 1 - 10
Test E 250mg e3d week 10 - 14 Anavar 50mg ed week 9 - 14 Adex 0.5mg e3d week 1 - 14 Milk Thistle
+ Tudca ed week 1 - 5 + 9 - 14

Bodybuilders typically take 40-100mg of anavar a day, and 300-500mg of testosterone enanthate per
week. Testosterone is usually administered for 12 weeks, and anavar for 8 weeks. Stacking testosterone
with Anavar like this will keep your testosterone levels high; as opposed to them plummeting from an
Anavar-only cycle. go here

https://guides.co/g/j0xoo/219759


Organs and liver kidneys, Tbol is more harsh, a lot more harsh, anavar is much lighter on the organs and
kidneys. Most votes seem to be for anavar but I love Tbol. Each time I have added it I have seen great
strength gains. But if you are trying to cut and get ripped Var may better suit your needs.
Anavar is most commonly stacked with winstrol but you could stack it with tbol instead. The same
dosages would apply. This is the video description-. In this video, Trevor Kouritzin explains how to
safely run an oral only steroid cycle. The cutting cycle he talks about in the video looks like this: Weeks
1 - 8.



Test E + Tbol + anavar cycle
let's see what you think about it Hi, Im weight lifting for 2 years now. I'm 24, 5ft7, 170 pounds, 14% bf.
Looking to build lean mass and adjust my diet to cut for the last 4 week. Here is the cycle. Feel free to
comment on it. Thanks. It's been a couple years since my last cycle and hoping someone can give me
input; just want to make sure my PCT is solid and everything looks good. If anyone has source recs--
especially on the anavar and HCG--I'd appreciate it. Thanks! Week 1-12: Test E 500mg/week Week
1-12: aromasin 12.5mg/eod Week 1-4: tbol 60mg/ed Week 1-4: N2Guard 1 serving/day Week 7 - 14:
HCG 500iu/week Week 9-14.

test e, Tbol, Anavar this is a cycle ive been looking at not
decided to do yet, jst wonderin what you guys think, all input appreciated and also any variations taken



into consideration. hop over to this site

https://cliqafriq.com/read-blog/141728_winstrol-o-dianabol-anadrol-o-dianabol.html
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